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Abstract

A maturity environment is presented, aiming to support software engineering education. This environment is part of a processes framework being developed in the Software Technology Laboratory (LTS) of the Department of Computer Engineering of Escola Politécnica of University of São Paulo, Brazil. The framework is a three-level model with Reference Model, Maturity Environment and Real Environment. The framework is based on ISO/IEC 12207 standard and on the teaching, researching and extension activities of LTS members. The Reference Model defines a meta-model that guides the processes definition to Maturity Environment. The processes are Management, Development and Software Quality Assurance. The Maturity Environment is a generic model that details Reference Model processes. Further, this environment can be instantiated in an organization that constitutes a Real Environment. This last level could be a classroom, a software didactical laboratory or a software factory organization. The framework will be improved based on continuous improvement strategy, such as PDCA cycle. The benefits of the Maturity Environment are applying different teaching approaches in undergraduate, graduate and extension courses, developing projects and researches in an integrated environment, evaluating the performance of disciplines and improving communications among students, professors and researchers in the LTS.

Introduction

The Department of Computer Engineering of Escola Politécnica of University of São Paulo (Brazil) is constituted by 11 research laboratories, among which the Software Technology Laboratory (LTS). The LTS was launched in 1999 by a group of researchers interested in the Software Engineering area. Nowadays, the LTS has 9 researchers and its members also conduct activities in undergraduate, graduate and extension courses. [5, 6]

In 2004, a restructuring work of LTS activities was started to improve the interactions among researchers in the laboratory. After many issues were detected and solved, the LTS had a new structure to guide all its members’ expectations. In this context, the LTS aims at the development of human resources, integrated research programs, and technology transfer to be a reference center in Software Engineering.

The LTS is interested in the following areas [5, 6]

- Software architectures: visions, frameworks, components, patterns, distributed objects, reference models;
- Databases: object-oriented and distributed databases, data modeling, knowledge databases, data warehouses, data mining;
- Requirements engineering: elicitation techniques, analysis, validation, requirement management techniques and processes;
- Software project management: models, estimation techniques, risk analysis, project performance analysis, personnel management, acquisition and supplying;
- Human computer interface: usability engineering, human reliability, groupware interfaces;
- Formal methods: formal requirements specification, formal verification and validation, model checking;
- Software processes: life cycle models, component-based development, software factory, unified process;
- Software quality: standards and models, quality management system, metrics, assessments, evaluations;
- Software reuse: processes and techniques, patterns, components, metrics;
- Object orientation: modeling, development processes, architectures.
After the discussions of its objectives, a project named Maturity Environment was started in 2004 with the LTS members. The Maturity Environment should define the framework of the main LTS processes based on knowledge areas. This framework should provide a better communication among professors, researchers and research groups in common subjects, improve the resource sharing and update students’ education in Software Engineering.

Maturity Environment is one level of the LTS framework. [3, 5, 6]

The LTS Framework

The LTS framework (presented in Figure 1) is based on ISO/IEC 12207 standard [8] and teaching, research and extension activities of LTS members. It intends to provide an intuitive structure according to academic results developed by researchers, professors and students of the Software Engineering course. It is organized in a three-level model with Reference Model (conceptual level), Maturity Environment (logical level) and Real Environment (physical level). [5, 6]

The conceptual level is constituted by processes based on the main activities developed by LTS members. It was based on the analysis of many materials developed in disciplines, dissertations, thesis, papers and professional activities. After that, the Management, Development and Quality Assurance processes were chosen as the first configuration of the Reference Model. The Reference Model aims to guide the LTS to identify new research areas, integrating efforts, resources and promoting the interactions among its members. This level has been constantly fed according to new results. Thus, other processes of ISO/IEC 12207 standard could be included in the Reference Model.

The logical level represents the detailed processes identified at a conceptual level. At this level, the Management, Development and Quality Assurance processes were described and their activities, inputs, outputs, controls and roles were defined. The process components are also based on the ISO/IEC 12207 standard.

The physical level represents the instances defined from logical level processes. These instances can be created in undergraduate, graduate and extension courses and activities. Each instance can be defined according to organization, for example, in laboratories, classrooms or a software factory environment. At this level, an instance can use the concepts, definitions, standards and models defined by the Maturity Environment or, in some cases, it can define specific activities to be more realistic in its needs.

In the students’ point of view, the instances allow conducting experiments, developing projects and participating in researches to complement their learning. In the professors’ and researchers’ point of view, the instances allow researching and developing new approaches to disciplines in an integrated framework. In the organization point of view, the instances allow implementing new technologies or methods that will improve the productivity and the quality of products. Besides, the instances can be used to train personnel in specific activities to disseminate new practices.

The Maturity Environment

The Maturity Environment is a set of organization processes that can be instantiated to develop and implement processes in specific projects, software factories, classrooms and didactical laboratories. In this way, each LTS member has a uniform vision of activities and can improve his/her concepts in Software Engineering. [11, 12]

The Maturity Environment aims to reduce the distance between Software Engineering and organizations practices besides integrating the LTS activities to this environment.

Nowadays, the regular updating of technology courses is necessary to be in a state of art position in new academic approaches and tools launched by different suppliers, besides the complex software applications that embed many concepts; these should be understood to enhance productivity and quality in organizations.
In this scenario, the Maturity Environment is the result of knowledge alignment that was built along researching, teaching and extension activities developed over time at LTS.

The expectation concerning this environment is to develop it gradually so as to transfer the knowledge and the practices to the students, from their first year in the Computer Engineering course to the conclusion. The student could develop his/her capabilities from basic concepts of computing in the beginning to complete projects in the last year. Furthermore, this approach allows teaching processes to be evaluated during the courses and to propose indicators to improve them.

Further on, the student can start academic researches choosing themes among the many possibilities indicated by the Maturity Environment. To the students, there will be the possibility to continue the researches in graduation programs at the Department of Computer Engineering (PCS).

One of the challenges of the Maturity Environment is defining, updating and maintaining the necessary consistency and relevance of disciplines in undergraduate, graduate and extension courses offered by PCS. One of the important aspects of the Maturity Environment is allowing monitoring the technology evolution so that students can understand; after they have concluded their courses, they can be prepared to the daily tasks at organizations with productivity and quality.

**Case Studies**

In order to apply and evaluate the proposed Maturity Environment, three disciplines were chosen as instances, two undergraduate (PCS 2053 and PCS 2426) and one graduate one (PCS 5774) in the Computer Engineering course.

First of all, each discipline was evaluated considering its original contents proposed. The PCS 2053 discipline is fo-
cused on management and quality assurance, whereas PCS 2426 focuses on fundamentals of Software Engineering and PCS 5774 on software quality. After tailoring the Maturity Environment processes in the discipline contents, they were instantiated in three classes, each with about 20 students for two semesters last year.

The Management process activities, according to the ISO/IEC 12207 standard, are initiation and scope definition, planning, execution and control, review and evaluation and closure. [8] All of processes related to ISO/IEC 12207 have been included in the Management process in Maturity Environment. In the instantiated management process (PCS 2053), only the closure activity was not considered because there is not enough time for it in regular classes. More than 10 projects were concluded. The teams did not conduct lessons learned meetings and this activity was deemed necessary to improve PCS 2053. The main point was creating a historical database of projects.

The Development process activities according to ISO/IEC 12207 standard are process implementation, system requirement analysis, system architectural design, software requirements analysis, software architectural design, software detailed design, software coding and testing, software integration, software qualification testing, system integration, system qualification testing, software installation and software acceptance support. [8] Only activities system integration, system qualification testing, software installation and acceptance support were not included in the Development process in the Maturity Environment. In the instantiated development process (PCS 2426), the activities related to software coding and testing were not considered because the system and software analysis and design were defined as a first approach. The students developed static and dynamic models based on customer needs specified by the professor. During the software design activities, they detected the artifacts that did not meet the users’ requirements. The students concluded that a requirements traceability matrix tool or similar to support tracking requirements could improve PCS 2426. The main point was long wasted time to correct artifacts during software modeling and design.

Finally, the Quality Assurance process activities according to the ISO/IEC 12207 standard are process implementation, product assurance, process assurance, assurance of quality systems. [8] Only the assurance of quality systems activity was not included in the Quality Assurance process in the Maturity Environment. In the instantiated quality assurance process (PCS 5774), the product and process assurance activities were considered. Many works and papers about software quality were studied and discussed by students in seminars. In the end, the students considered that assurance of quality systems based on the ISO 9001 standard would be important to treat issues concerning standards and quality model compliances in PCS 5774. This was detected when the students had difficulties in applying best practices in projects and in independent assessment, such as quality assurance, and deemed it would be important.
Table 1 presents the most important points of the case studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISO/IEC 12207 Management</th>
<th>Maturity Environment Management</th>
<th>Instances PCS 2053</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initiation and scope definition, planning, execution and control, review and evaluation, and closure.</td>
<td>All the former, except closure activity.</td>
<td>Closure activity should be considered.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Development Process implementation, system requirements analysis, system architectural design, software requirement analysis, software architectural design, software detailed design, software coding and testing, software integration, software qualification testing, system integration, system qualification testing, software installation and software acceptance support. | All the former, except system integration, system qualification testing, software installation and acceptance support activities. | Requirements traceability matrix tool or similar should be considered. |

| Quality Assurance Process implementation, product assurance, process assurance, assurance of quality systems. | All the former, except assurance of quality systems. | Assurance of quality systems based on the ISO 9001 standard should be considered. |

The instantiation of processes starting with Maturity Environment indicated to be adequate according to the results and conclusions reached by students. All methods, techniques, templates, activities and tasks applied in some disciplines should be first analyzed in the Reference Model context. Then, new processes of the ISO/IEC 12207 standard could be considered in a structured manner following the levels of LTS framework.

Consequently, these processes in Maturity Environment could be instantiated in different organizations.

**Conclusions**

The Maturity Environment improves the performance of Software Engineering education, following the best practices evolution proposed by researches and learned lessons, establishes a common terminology and patterns and allows transferring technology in extension activities. The continuous improvement cycles, such as PDCA [9], IDEAL [4], could improve the processes to enhance students’ learning.

The adoption of the ISO/IEC 12207 standard as a reference to LTS framework has shown to be adequate, mainly at logical level, where Maturity Environment is defined. It should be emphasized that either processes structure or the Maturity Environment itself is robust to support the LTS mission. Besides, the application of the ISO/IEC 12207 standard in a different context of a software development organization has allowed knowing the standard and confirming the possibility to apply it in a research laboratory, such as the LTS.

The Maturity Environment also follows well known standards and models practices in software process organizations, such as ISO/IEC 9001 [10], CMMI [2] and MR-MPS [13, 14]. In this sense, another important point is that processes of this environment could be evaluated to obtain official maturity certifications, by applying the ISO/IEC 15504 standard [7], SCAMPI [1] or MA-MPS [14], to maintain and improve the processes.

The benefits of the Maturity Environment are applying different teaching approaches in undergraduate, graduate and extension courses, developing projects and researches in an integrated environment, evaluating performance of disciplines and improving communications among students, professors and researchers in the LTS.
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